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Chapter 1 : Four Courts Press | Corpus inscriptionum insularum Celticarum, vol. I
Macalister's Corpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticarum () gathers the oghamic and other early texts from Ireland and
elsewhere. The runic inscriptions are inventoried in a variety of compilations.

Epigraphy is a primary tool of archaeology when dealing with literate cultures. Texts inscribed in stone are
usually for public view and so they are essentially different from the written texts of each culture. Not all
inscribed texts are public, however: Informal inscribed texts are " graffiti " in its original sense. Principles of
epigraphy vary culture by culture, and the infant science in European hands concentrated on Latin inscriptions
at first. The Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum , begun by Mommsen and other scholars, has been published in
Berlin since , with wartime interruptions. It is the largest and most extensive collection of Latin inscriptions.
New fascicles are still produced as the recovery of inscriptions continues. The Corpus is arranged
geographically: This volume has the greatest number of inscriptions; volume 6, part 8, fascicle 3 was just
recently published Greek epigraphy has unfolded in the hands of a different team, with different corpora. The
first is Corpus Inscriptionum Graecarum of which four volumes came out, again at Berlin, This marked a first
attempt at a comprehensive publication of Greek inscriptions copied from all over the Greek-speaking world.
Only advanced students still consult it, for better editions of the texts have superseded it. The second, modern
corpus is Inscriptiones Graecae arranged geographically under categories: Egyptian hieroglyphs were solved
using the Rosetta Stone , which was a multilingual stele in Classical Greek, Demotic Egyptian and Classical
Egyptian hieroglyphs. The interpretation of Maya hieroglyphs was lost as a result of the Spanish Conquest of
Central America. However, recent work by Maya epigraphers and linguists has yielded a considerable amount
of information on this complex writing system. Maximi anus leg atus leg ionis II Ad iutricis cur avit f
aciendum Done by Legionaries of the Augustus victorious army, who are stationed in Laugaricio. Done under
supervision of Maximus legatus of II legion. Materials[ edit ] Inscriptions were commonly incised on stone,
marble, metal, terracotta , or wood though this last material has hardly ever survived, except in Egypt. In
Egypt and Mesopotamia hard stones were frequently used for the purpose, and the inscriptions are therefore
well preserved and easy to read. In Greece the favourite material, especially in Athens , was white marble,
which takes an admirably clear lettering, but is liable to weathering of the surface if exposed, and to wear if
rebuilt into pavements or similar structures. Many other kinds of stone, both hard and soft, were often used,
especially crystalline limestones , which do not easily take a smooth surface, and which, therefore, are often
difficult to decipher, owing to accidental marks or roughness of the material. Occasionally such tablets were
made of silver or gold ; and inscriptions were often incised on vessels made of any of these metals.
Inscriptions on metal were nearly always incised, not cast. An important class of inscriptions are the legends
on coins; these were struck from the die. Clay was very extensively used for inscriptions in Mesopotamia and
in Crete. In this case the symbols were incised or impressed on specially prepared tablets when the clay was
soft, and it was subsequently hardened by fire. In Greece, many inscriptions on vases were painted before
firing, in that case often having reference to the scenes represented, or incised after firing; potsherds ostraka
were often used as a cheap writing material. Inscriptions were also often impressed from a mould upon wet
clay before firing, in the case of tiles, amphora handles, etc. Sometimes a circular punch was used for O or a
letter of which O formed a part. Styles of cutting[ edit ] Early inscriptions, which are often amateur work, are
frequently very irregular in their cutting. But in almost all examples of later work, the inscriptions are
evidently cut by professionals, and there are definite styles and methods belonging to various places and
periods. In Egypt, for instance, the hieroglyphs are carefully and delicately cut in early times, and in later
periods become more careless and conventional. In Greece, the best work was done in the 5th and 4th
centuries BC in Athens; the letters were all exact and regular in shape, with no adventitious ornaments, and
were, especially in the 5th century, usually exactly aligned with the letters above and below, as well as those
on each side. At that time all the strokes were made of equal thickness, but in the 4th century BC and later
there came in the custom of holding the chisel obliquely to the surface, thus producing a wedge-shaped stroke.
A similar custom in Mesopotamia gave rise to the so-called cuneiform system. On metal inscriptions in
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Greece this same effect appears earlier than stone or marble. In the 3rd century and later it becomes common
to introduce apices or ornamental ends to the strokes, a custom which prevails to the present day in our
ordinary capital letters. The custom of making different strokes and different parts of curves of varying
thickness became common in Roman inscriptions , which developed a monumental style of their own, varying
from period to period. Inscriptions can often be approximately dated by the style of the cutting as well as by
the shapes of the letters; skill in doing this can only be acquired by a careful and minute study of originals and
facsimiles. Inscriptions vary greatly in size according to the position where they were intended to be read, their
purpose, and the skill of the cutter. Some inscriptions are of great length, the longest, a statement of accounts
of the temple at Delos , under Athenian administration, being nearly half as long as a book of Thucydides ;
and many other inscriptions approach this in length. History of writing Most of the forms of writing known to
us originated in some system of picture-writing cf. Such systems appear to have originated independently in
different parts of the world â€” in Egypt , Mesopotamia , Crete , among the Hittites and in China and America.
The evidence for all of these is mainly to be found in inscriptions. The development from Ideographs or direct
representation of an object or idea to symbols of phonetic value, and so to syllabaries or alphabets, took place
in many different systems to various degrees. But the first people to invent a completely alphabetic system of
writing were the Phoenicians , from whom the Greeks borrowed some scholars believe, but with no proving it
with certain modifications and improvements. From the Greeks was derived the Latin , and from the two all
the alphabets of European peoples. It is still a matter of dispute whether the Phoenician was derived from the
Egyptian. In many cases they developed from a pictorial to a linear form. It is possible that some of these
linear forms may not be derived from hieroglyphs, but from purely conventional geometrical forms. The
tendency of linear forms to become wedge-shaped is most conspicuous in cuneiform , but as has been noticed,
the same tendency occurs in Greek inscriptions incised on bronze. In the north of Europe the Ogham
inscriptions are alphabetic, and are apparently an independent invention on arbitrary lines, like the Morse code
; but Runes , which were extensively used in the same region, are derived from the Greek or the Latin
alphabets. In most alphabetic systems there are also found in inscriptions certain symbols which are not
strictly alphabetic or phonetic in character. The commonest of these are the various systems of numerals that
are used in different times and places. It is impossible here to give any full description of these different
systems; but a brief account may be given of the principles underlying them. Most of them are based upon a
decimal system , doubtless owing to the habit of counting on the fingers. In some cases the symbols are simple
and obvious, as in the Cretan script, where circles or rhombi , dots and lines are used for hundreds, tens and
units, each being repeated as often as necessary; and a similar system for the lower denominations is used at
Epidaurus in the 4th century BC. The other Greek system followed that derived from the Phoenicians, using
the letters of the alphabet in their conventional order from one to nine, 10 to 90 and to ; in this arrangement
obsolete letters were retained in their original places so as to give the requisite number of 27 symbols. The
Roman system of numerals â€” M, D, C, L, X, V, I for 1,, , , 50, 10, 5 and 1 is generally supposed to have
arisen from the adaptation of those symbols in the Greek alphabet which the Romans did not want; an
alternative theory is that it is simplified from a series of ideographs representing the spread hand, the fingers
and so on. It became, however, very frequent in Roman inscriptions, which sometimes are made up almost
entirely of such abbreviations and can only be understood by those familiar with the formulae. A list of the
commonest of these will be found under list of classical abbreviations. Compendia or monograms also occur
in later Greek and Roman times, and become very common and very difficult to interpret in early Christian
and Byzantine inscriptions. Some kind of punctuation is often found in inscriptions of all kinds. In Greek
inscriptions a vertical line or a dot, or dots, sometimes indicates the separation between sentences or words,
but words are seldom separated by spaces as in modern printing, so that the text is continuous and no division
of words exists. This is particularly the case with Greek inscriptions of the best period. In Roman inscriptions
it was usual to separate the words by dots. In certain inscriptions a cross was used to indicate the beginning of
an inscription, especially when its direction was erratic. Christian inscriptions sometimes begin with a cross,
which doubtless had a symbolic meaning; and a leaf or other device was often placed at the end. The direction
of the writing varies greatly in different places and times. The letters or symbols may be arranged vertically
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below one another, and read from top to bottom, or horizontally, either from right to left or from left to right;
they may also be arranged in a kind of pattern â€” in which case their order may be indeterminate, or in a
wandering or curved line, or left to right and right to left alternately boustrophedon , or as an ox in ploughing.
Most Semitic alphabets , including Phoenician, read from right to left; and the earliest Greek inscriptions
follow the same direction. But the direction from left to right became regular in Greece after the 6th century
BC, and consequently is adopted by the Romans and in all European systems. The individual letters or
symbols usually face in the same direction as the writing, as a whole. When they have a direct relation to the
sculptures, reliefs or paintings with which they are associated, they often form a kind of pattern to fill the
background or vacant spaces between the figures; but sometimes, especially in Mesopotamian statues or
reliefs, they are cut right across the figures without any regard to the artistic effect. In the case of painted
vases, the inscriptions relative to the subject represented are usually painted; but dedications and other
inscriptions are often incised after the vase has been fired. In Egypt, inscriptions were often inscribed or
painted upon inner walls of tombs, whether they referred to religious belief or ritual, or to the honours and
possessions of the deceased; they were intended for his benefit and convenience rather than for the
information of others, so as to perpetuate his familiar surroundings, not to make him live in the memory of his
successors. The information which we derive from such inscriptions is invaluable to us; but such was not the
intention with which they were made. On the other hand, inscriptions which were intended to be seen by the
public and to perpetuate a record of events, or to supply useful information, were usually placed in places of
common resort, above all in temples and sacred precincts. Sometimes they were cut on convenient rock faces,
sometimes upon the walls of temples or other buildings. Most frequently the slabs of marble stelae , stone
metal or other material upon which the inscriptions were incised were set up in convenient positions to be
read, in any places of public resort. This was the method of publication of all laws, decrees and official
notices, of treaties and contracts, of honours to officials or private citizens, of religious dedications and
prescriptions of ritual. Inscribed tombstones were set up over graves, which were usually placed along the
chief roads leading out of a town, the most familiar example being the sacred way from Athens to Eleusis.
Inscriptions commemorative of victories or other great events were only in exceptional cases erected upon the
spot; more often such memorials were set up in some great religious centre such as Delphi or Olympia. But
boundary stones were necessarily placed on the line which they defined. In some cases, as in Egypt and
Mesopotamia, it forms almost the only source of information in the absence of literary records; in others, as in
Greece and Rome , it offers a most valuable supplement and comment to what is otherwise recorded. Both
Egyptian and Mesopotamian inscriptions go back to an extremely early date; it is at present uncertain which is
the earlier, but both show, before BC and possibly much earlier, a complete, organised system of writing
which implies many centuries of development behind it. The Egyptian hieroglyphic system, as used in
inscriptions, continued without any essential change of character until Roman times, though various systems
of hieratic modification were used at different times. On the famous Rosetta Stone , in the British Museum ,
which first gave the clue to the interpretation of Egyptian writing, hieroglyphic, hieratic and Greek versions of
the same decree are given side by side. Its date is BC. The Mesopotamian linear symbols developed mainly for
technical reasons, into a wedge-shaped or cuneiform system, which was adopted in modified forms and
applied to different languages through some thousands of years, Sumerian , Babylonian , Assyrian and Persian
, until it was superseded, after the conquests of Alexander , by Greek. An independent hieroglyphic system,
which also developed into various linear scripts, existed in Crete during the Middle and Late Minoan periods,
from about , probably, to the fall of Knossos , about BC. The Hittite hieroglyphs correspond to the period of
the Hittite empire in northern Syria and Asia Minor from about to BC; from it, according to one theory, arose
the Cypriot syllabary , which continued in use until the 4th century BC or later. Some believe this was
modified and adopted by the Greeks at an uncertain date; the earliest Greek inscriptions are generally dated in
the 7th century BC. In early times each Greek State had its own alphabet; but in the year BC the archonship of
Eucleides the Ionian alphabet , which is the one used now for Greek capital letters, was officially adopted by
Athens , and soon became universal in Greece. From the various Greek alphabets the different local Italian
alphabets , including the Etruscan , were derived with various modifications. The Roman alphabet was among
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these, being based on the alphabet of Caere , a Chalcidian colony.
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Chapter 2 : Corpus inscriptionum insularum celticarum / by R.A.S. Macalister | National Library of Australia
Corpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticarum - Volume 19 Issue 76 - O. G. S. Crawford. 1 Professor Macalister states that
'the only possible explanation is that it is a G, derived not from the Roman but from the Greek alphabet', the writer
having 'inherited his knowledge of the Latin alphabet from some people, whoever they may have been, who had taken
over the script before the Romans had.

The use of inscriptions The dating of historical events Inscriptions are important specimens for chronology
because they are often physical objects contemporary in execution with their contents. The dating of the
inscription itself frequently yields a trustworthy chronology of its message: Exceptions do exist, which record
more or less remote events at a conscious historical remove; archival specimens, for example, and secondhand
copies generally lack the contemporaneity of other inscriptions. On the whole, however, external dating is
crucial and may be achieved in several ways. Excavated monuments can be chronologized by their
archeological context , including stratigraphic analysis and radiocarbon dating of any adjacent remains of
organic matter. The shape of the monument may permit stylistic and iconographic determination. The type and
variety of script used, and especially the style of writing , often allow paleographic dating. Sometimes a
radical reform, such as the official adoption by Athens of the Ionic alphabet in bce replacing the local Attic
variety , provides a chronological watershed. Internal evidence of the inscription may yield its own kind of
dating, either by synchronism with otherwise known facts or events or in true calendaric fashion. In smaller
communities , however, especially in Asia Minor , analogous local departures were used legendary or
historical foundation dates or other epoch-making events , with confusing results for latter-day chronologists.
Most significant of all, nothing would be known of the great Hittite Empire during the 2nd millennium bce,
were it not for the discovery of its inscriptional archives. The decipherment of ancient languages Inscriptions
as written records are usable only in proportion to their intelligibility. Important epigraphic corpora remain
virtually undeciphered ; e. Sometimes the writing system is intelligible, as in the case of Etruscan , but
understanding remains deficient because the language is otherwise unknown and bilingual keys are lacking or
inadequate. Chances for success are best if there are sufficiently extensive bilingual or multilingual copies, of
which at least one language is previously understood. Such presence made possible the decipherment of
ancient Egyptian the Rosetta Stone of bce, with hieroglyphic, demotic, and Greek versions. Chandra Once the
affinity of an underlying language to known idioms is established e. The recovery of Hittite was not a true
decipherment because the script was a relatively common variety of syllabic cuneiform. The interpretation was
helped by the nature of the writing on the one hand including intelligible ideograms, while an alphabet yields
no such clues , and by the presence of Akkadian-Hittite bilinguals on the other; the soon-recognized
Indo-European affinities of the Hittite language afforded further help. The Hittite hieroglyphs were partly
deciphered by painstaking internal analysis based on the correct assumption of an underlying dialect akin to
Hittite; a bilingual with Phoenician text brought much welcome confirmation. The decipherment of Linear B
was a sheer triumph of methodical cryptology, again based on the correct hunch that the hidden language was
Greek. Even when the language is otherwise preserved as with Classical Greek and Latin , inscriptions yield
essential additional data for its history, dialects , and social diversification. Chandra History of epigraphy
Greek and Latin inscriptions Inscriptions have commonly elicited the curiosity of posterity , and such ancient
Greek historians as Thucydides and Polybius already made scholarly use of them. Sporadic systematic interest
in Greek and Latin inscriptions is attested in later ages; e. A rival typological method of publication was
launched by Martin Smetius in Leiden in the late 16th century and was followed in the early 17th by a
monumental collection of Janus Gruter and Joseph Justus Scaliger. The material had by then again outrun the
publication, and it was resolved in to re-edit completely all Attic inscriptions. Ulrich von
Wilamowitz-Moellendorff in took charge of the Inscriptiones Graecae â€” , which continued where the Corpus
Inscriptionum Graecarum left off and included the Corpus Inscriptionum Atticaru, as well as all Greek
inscriptions from European Greece including Magna Graecia in Italy and Cyprus. Those of Anatolia were left
to the Tituli Asiae Minoris of the Vienna Academy, which began with the Lycian-language inscriptions from
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Lycia in and continued with the Greek and Latin ones from Lycia in â€” Inscriptiones Graecae, framed in 14
volumes, has turned partly into a kind of overall umbrella for diverse coverage; volumes 6, 8, 10, much of 11,
parts of 12, and 13 were never completed, being preempted by such other large publications as Inschriften von
Olympia, Fouilles de Delphes, V. Large recent undertakings either supplement or complement the
Inscriptiones Graecae, such as The Athenian Tribute Lists from the American excavations in the Agora and
Inscriptions grecques et latines de la Syrie six volumes, â€” There are, in addition, numerous more localized or
specialized collections. The Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum , founded by Theodore Mommsen in Berlin in ,
comprises 16 volumes fortified with copious supplements; it covers the Classical Latin world and is notable
for its homogeneity and systematization. Etruscan inscriptions are less perfectly published in the antiquated
Corpus Inscriptionum Etruscarum; many important later finds are included in transcription in M. Wolfe,
Materials for the Study of the Etruscan Language ; a computerized corpus. Of further relevance to the Roman
world are collections of the type of E. The runic inscriptions are inventoried in a variety of compilations. The
Corpus Inscriptionum Semiticarum, in Paris since , covers in separate volumes Phoenician, Aramaic, and other
speech areas. Urartean texts were collected by C. Messerschmidt in the antiquated Corpus Inscriptionum
Hettiticarum. No equally closed corpora exist for cuneiform and Egyptian documents. But mostly the
publication is haphazardâ€”as part of excavation records Keilschrifttexte aus Assur , depending on storage
sites Cuneiform Texts in the British Museum , or on the basis of genres F. The same pattern holds true of the
Egyptian records. Much epigraphic material is published in excavation reports and in many archeological and
antiquarian periodicals; e.
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Free Download Corpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticarum Vol I The Ogham Inscriptions Of Ireland And Britain Book
PDF Keywords Free DownloadCorpus Inscriptionum Insularum Celticarum Vol I The Ogham Inscriptions Of Ireland And
Britain Book PDF, read, reading book, free, download, book, ebook, books, ebooks, manual.

Friedrich Hiller von Gaertringen. David Lewis and Lilian Jeffery , Dedicationes. Tituli Attici extra Atticam
reperti. Inscriptiones Atticae Euclidis anno posteriores Attic Inscriptions after the year of Eucleides , 2nd edn.
Mauricii tempora Attic Inscriptions from the period between the invasion of the Heruls and the time of
Emperor Maurice , ed. Inscriptiones Atticae Euclidis anno posteriores Attic Inscriptions after the year of
Eucleides , 3rd edn. Part I, Leges et decreta Laws and Decrees. Bardani and Stephen V. Curse tablets , ed.
Inscriptiones Argolidis Inscriptions of the Argolid. Inscriptiones Arcadiae Inscriptions of Arcadia , ed.
Inscriptiones Thessaliae Inscriptions of Thessaly , ed. Inscriptiones Thessalonicae et viciniae Inscriptions of
Thessalonica and nearby , ed. Inscriptiones Epiri, Macedoniae, Thraciae, Scythiae. Inscriptiones Deli
Inscriptions of Delos , fasc. Inscriptiones insularum maris Aegaei praeter Delum inscriptions of the Aegean
islands aside from Delos , 1. Inscriptiones insularum maris Aegaei praeter Delum, 2. Inscriptiones insularum
maris Aegaei praeter Delum, 3. Supplementum Supplement , ed. Inscriptiones Cycladum Inscriptions of the
Cyclades , ed. Epistulae, sententiae, edicta imperatoria. Inscriptiones ararum Inscriptions of the Island of
Samos. Decrees, letters, judgments, imperial edicts, laws, catalogues, Athenian inscriptions, honorific
inscriptions, inscriptions of public buildings, inscriptions of altars; nos. Tituli Christiani, Byzantini, Iudaei.
Inscriptiones Corassiarum Inscriptions of the Island of Samos. Dedications, tombstones, Christian, Byzantine,
and Jewish inscriptions, inscriptions carved with a sharp object. Inscriptions of the Corassian islands; nos.
Inscriptiones Icariae insulae Inscriptions of the island of Ikaria; nos. Berlin and New York , Inscriptiones
Amorgi et insularum vicinarum Inscriptions of Amorgos and neighbouring islands , ed. Inscriptiones
insularum maris Thracici Inscriptions of the islands off Thrace , ed. Inscriptiones Euboeae insulae Inscriptions
of the island of Euboea , ed. Bibliography[ edit ] Reinhold Merkelbach:
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Corpus of Latin inscriptiones Christianae would be a careful comparison, es- pecially as regards dating, with the much
better known contemporary inscriptions of the nearest Roman province, Gaul, from which the British epigraphic practice.
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